We introduce word vectors for the construction domain. Our vectors were obtained by running word2vec on an 11M-word corpus that we created from scratch by leveraging freely-accessible online sources of construction-related text. We first explore the embedding space and show that our vectors capture meaningful constructionspecific concepts. We then evaluate the performance of our vectors against that of ones trained on a 100B-word corpus (Google News) within the framework of an injury report classification task. Without any parameter tuning, our embeddings give competitive results, and outperform the Google News vectors in many cases. Using a keyword-based compression of the reports also leads to a significant speed-up with only a limited loss in performance. We release our corpus and the data set we created for the classification task as publicly available, in the hope that they will be used by future studies for benchmarking and building on our work.
Introduction
In construction like in many other industries, larger and larger amounts of digital natural text are becoming available. The needs to efficiently process that text are pressing. However, the recent text mining approaches introduced in the construction field do not capitalize on the latest advances in Natural Language Processing (NLP). For instance, the feature extraction system of (Tixier et al., 2016a ) relies on manually written rules and humanbuilt dictionaries of keywords, while (Chokor et al., 2016; Williams and Gong, 2014; Yu and Hsu, 2013; Caldas and Soibelman, 2003) are all based on the traditional vector space model and Term Frequency -Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) weighting scheme (Salton and Buckley, 1988) .
In this paper, we apply word embeddings to the construction domain for the first time. Word embeddings are lowdimensional continuous representations of words that have recently rose to fame following the introduction of the acclaimed word2vec model (Mikolov et al., 2013a) . Provided a large enough corpus, this model was shown to be able to generate embeddings of unmatched quality at minimum cost. These high quality embeddings were in turn shown to boost many NLP tasks like syntactic and semantic word similarity (Mikolov et al., 2013a) , machine translation (Mikolov et al., 2013b) , or document classification (Kusner et al., 2015) .
The contributions of this paper are fourfold :
• we release an 11M-word corpus of constructionrelated text that we created from scratch by leveraging only publicly available resources. We believe this corpus to be one of the largest publicly available collections of raw construction-specific text to date,
• we show that our corpus can be used to learn word embeddings that both encode meaningful constructionspecific concepts,
• we introduce a novel data set for injury report classification (5,845 cases, 11 dependent variables). In addition to document categorization performance, this data set can be used to evaluate keyword extraction performance,
• using an injury report classification task as a case study, we show that our custom (i.e., local) embed-dings outperform in many cases global word vectors learned on a general 100B-word corpus (Google News).
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. We first provide an introduction to the concept of word embeddings. Then, we discuss the creation of our construction-specific word vectors and explore the embedding space. Finally, we apply our vectors to the task of injury report classification and quantitatively compare their performance to that of the Google News ones.
Word Embeddings

Limitations of the vector space model
Traditionally, text has been represented with the vector space model (Salton and Buckley, 1988) . Within this framework, each unique term (i.e., unigram, bigram, etc., up to a certain order) in the universe of documents is considered as an independent dimension of the space, and is encoded as a so-called "one-hot" vector. In that discrete space, documents are represented as sparse vectors where the entries are usually binary (1 when the word is present in the document, 0 else), occurrence counts ("bag-of-words" approach), or TF-IDF weights.
This approach is limited because it considers terms as independent units. Therefore, semantic (meaning) and syntactic (grammar) term-term dependence are completely overlooked. For instance, the word hammer may be repre- The vector space model also suffers from the curse of dimensionality. For instance, if the goal is to model the probability distribution of a sequence of n = 6 terms in a corpus of vocabulary V of size |V | = 10 5 unique words, the space that needs to be filled is a 6-dimensional hypercube where each dimension has 10 5 slots. One would need astronomic amounts of data to perform this task (called ngram language modeling). This is why traditionally, only bigrams and trigrams models have been used in practice (Katz, 1987) . Of course, using such short contexts significantly reduce the amount of term-term relationship information that can be captured.
Distributed word representations
The two aforementioned limitations have motivated the use of distributed representations of words, also known as word embeddings or word vectors (Bengio et al., 2003) . As shown in Figure 1 Recently, (Mikolov et al., 2013a) showed that high quality word embeddings could be obtained in a very fast way as a side effect of feeding very large amounts of text to a shallow neural network. The underlying assumption is that a model simple enough to be fed very large amounts of text generates better embeddings than a more complex model that can only afford to be trained on less data.
Moreover, the embeddings generated after training on large corpora were shown to encode amazingly good syntactic and semantic regularities as simple vector operations (Mikolov et al., 2013c) . Constant linear translations were shown to capture many concepts like pluralization, gender, country-capital, or genius-field. Classical examples include
word2vec
The model of (Mikolov et al., 2013a) , also referred to as word2vec, is based on the Distributional Hypothesis (Harris, 1954), which can roughly be summarized as "we shall know a word by the company it keeps", and is simply illustrated in Figure 2 .
• Key idea of word2vec: achieve better performance not by using a more complex model (i.e., with more layers), but by allowing a simpler (shallower) model to be trained on much larger amounts of data Google's word2vec (Mikolov et al. 2013a) …impact to an object. Most hammers are hand tools used to drive nails… …sledgehammer, mallet and gavel. The term hammer also applies to… …(also called a helve or haft). Hammers are basic tools in many trades… These words will represent hammer More precisely, word2vec first builds (context, target) pairs by linearly parsing the input text from start to finish, where target is a given word and its context of size 2n is made of the n preceding and n following words. Reasonable values of n are around 5, which captures much richer word-word relationship information than 2-gram or 3-gram models. word2vec then iteratively passes the (context, target) pairs to a shallow neural network (featuring an input, projection, and output layer only), with the task of predicting either the target word given its context (CBOW architecture) or the context of a given target word (skip-gram architecture), as described in Figure 3 .
Formally, the objective of the skip-gram model is to maximize:
Where 2n is the context size, and the training corpus is a sequence of words w 1 , w 2 , ..., w T . Note that to obtain good results we must have T |V |. Figure 3 . Skip-gram architecture with a context of size 4 (2 preceding words, 2 following words). The task is to predict the surrounding words given the current word wt (Mikolov et al., 2013b) At each iteration, the error gets backpropagated via stochastic gradient descent and accordingly updates the weights of the projection-output and input-projection matrices. Those weight matrices precisely contain the desired word vectors. They are initialized randomly (i.e., words are initially dispersed at random within the space), and then, as training takes place, words get closer to each other (or more distant from each other) as a reaction to the error, in an attraction-repulsion spring-like fashion (Rong, 2014) . The movements are coarse at first and get finer and finer as the neural network gets better and better and the error diminishes. Upon several epochs of training with a decreasing learning rate, the final vectors are ready.
Within the resulting embedding space, words sharing similar meanings occupy neighboring positions. While both the input and the output weight matrices can theoretically be used or combined, the |V | by m input matrix is generally used as the word vectors (Mikolov et al., 2013c) .
Several facts are interesting to note:
• the word vectors are obtained as a side effect of training. The neural network is actually never used for the prediction task it was trained to perform,
• thanks to its simplicity (no hidden layer, only a linear projection layer), word2vec is extremely fast to train. Using the original C code with multiprocessing has been reported to offer training rates of several billions of words per hour (Mikolov et al., 2013b ),
• because the process is stochastic, running word2vec twice on the same corpus will not return the same word vectors. However, the similarities (i.e., distances) between words and the organization of concepts remain the same, 
Word Vectors Creation
The main objective at this stage was to gather as much construction-related text as possible. Indeed, word2vec requires large quantities of text to yield good embeddings (the more the better, with diminishing returns). However, although the size of our input text was important, we needed that text to be related to construction as much as possible. In what follows, we present, sorted by decreasing size, the various publicly available resources we leveraged to create our construction-specific corpus.
Wikipedia
A first and obvious large source of text was the English Wikipedia. We selected all pages related to the Construction category, and all their children and grandchildren, resulting in a final list of 12,256 pages 3 . We then used Wikipedia's Special:Export tool 4 to download all these pages as XML files. All the text corresponding to the content of these files was then extracted, yielding a corpus of 6,383,953 words (403,763 unique words).
ELCOSH
The Electronic Library of Construction Occupational Safety and Health 5 (ELCOSH) also turned out to be a valuable source of construction-related text. We scraped the pages related to Handouts (245 documents), Toolbox Talks (179), Research Reports (166), and Training Materials (102). Whenever text was not directly available on the web page, we parsed the linked PDF document(s). We thus obtained a corpus of 2,074,769 words (56,070 unique words).
OSHA
We also extracted text from the Occupational Safety and Health Organization (OSHA) website, as follows: IMIS. We queried the Integrated Management Information System (IMIS) accident search tool 6 for reports pertaining to the NAICS codes 236, 237, and 238. These codes respectively correspond to the Construction of Buildings, Heavy and Civil Engineering, and Specialty Trade Contractors categories, and were associated at the time of the study with 2,691, 2,430, and 9,780 injury reports respectively. Altogether, the 14,901 reports returned a corpus of 1,497,056 words (25,382 unique words). SLTC. We also leveraged the list of Safety and Health Topics 7 . 165 pages were parsed in total, giving a 37,629-word corpus (4,851 unique words). . The text from the 249 reports belonging to the Construction category (at the time of the study) was gathered. Whenever the webpages included links to PDF documents, those documents were also parsed. This eventually gave us a corpus of 381,969 words (13,770 unique words).
CPWR
USACE
Finally, we parsed the US Army Corps of Engineers (US-ACE) manual which prescribes the Safety and Health requirements for all Corps of Engineers operations. This 977-page document returned a corpus of 185,449 words (11,621 unique words).
Aggregation and learning
After final cleaning, we obtained an overall corpus of 11,043,511 words (456,402 unique words, 70MB in size), which was split into 55,495 200-word chunks before being passed to gensim. To enable future studies to build on our work, we make our corpus and the different sub-corpora previously presented freely available for download 11 .
To generate our word embeddings, we used the Skip-gram architecture, as it was reported to give better performance on small corpora (Mikolov et al., 2013b) , with standard parameter values: context of size 10, m = 300, a downsampling threhsold of 10
for high-frequency words, a negative sampling value of 3, and 10 training epochs. Moreover, words that occurred less than five times in the corpus, standard English stopwords, and custom stopwords 12 were not embedded. Using multiprocessing, training took only a few minutes on a standard laptop with four virtual cores. The final embeddings had dimensions 32,689 by 300, which respectively correspond to the vocabulary size and to the number of features (m).
Exploration of the Embedding Space
We qualitatively evaluated the quality of our word vectors by assessing the extent to which they encoded meaningful relationships between construction-specific concepts. To do so, we assigned our model different problems, which are next presented (along with the results) by increasing order of complexity.
Clustering task. We first verified that words similar in meaning were close from one another in our embedding space. To be able to visualize the groupings, we reduced dimensionality with PCA using R (R Core Team, 2015) . Figure 4 shows the projections of some selected words onto the first two principal directions. Even if the picture is partial and compressed, we can see that semantically close words, such as "worker", "employee", and "crew", or "sand" and "dirt', indeed occupy neighboring positions. More generally, words that are often found in similar contexts are also close together (e.g., "bolts", "beam", and "steel", "dust" and "welder"). Word similarity task. Another way to assess the extent to which our embeddings learned meaningful construction semantics was to ask our model to return the 10 words closest to a given query (in terms of cosine similarity).
The cosine of the angle between two vectors v 1 and v 2 is a widely-used similarity metric in vector spaces. It is defined as follows:
where · is the euclidean distance. A null cosine indicates orthogonality, while values approaching the unit signify that the two vectors are highly similar.
As shown in Tables 1 to 4 , the responses to the queries make a lot of sense. Despite the fact that our model was fed raw text in a fully unsupervised fashion (that is, it was not passed any annotated lists of construction-specific words), it managed to learn about different kinds of acids, construction materials and personnel, as well as Computer Aided Design (CAD)/Building Information Modeling (BIM) tools (among other things). Table 4 . top 10 words closest to "autodesk" (cosine distance).
Without having been taught technical construction jargon or word pronunciation, the model knows for instance that the abbreviation "2x4", which refers to standard dimensions of rough planks, can also be written "two-by-four".
It also knows that a foreman is a supervisor, and that Microstation and ZWCAD are competitors of Autocad (Autodesk's flagship software) in the CAD/BIM market. This approach could be used to automatically build dictionaries of synonyms that would improve the flexibility of tools such as that of (Tixier et al., 2016a) .
Word mismatch task. We also tested whether our word vectors could discriminate between different constructionspecific concepts. To do so, we used the "which words does not match?" task. This problem consists in identifying the word that should be removed from a given list because it is semantically unrelated to the other words. To solve it, the system computes the cosine similarity in the embedding space between each word in the list and all the others, and averages the results. The word that does not match is the one that is associated with the lowest score.
As shown in Table 5 , our model can successfully differentiate between the construction material, trades, software, equipment, tools, and injury concepts (among others).
which word does not match? response pipe roof trench cables ground roof asbestos silica rebar fiberglass dust rebar carpenter employee laborer electrician bim bim car truck drill excavator manlift crane drill hernia building injury fracture burn sprain building Table 5 . Thanks to word embeddings, a machine can differentiate between construction-specific concepts, despite never having been instructed about them in a supervised way.
Word analogy task. While the previous problem was a simple mismatch detection task, finding word analogies is slightly more complex. This problem can be stated as finding the answer to "a" is to "b" as "c" is to "unknown". The solution can be found via the vector offset method (Mikolov et al., 2013c) . We simply compute b− a+ c and retrieve the word whose vector is the closest (in terms of cosine similarity) from the output. The results for this job are shown in Table 6 , and are very convincing. Again, the implication is that following a phase of fully unsupervised training on raw unannotated construction-related text, word2vec was able to learn construction-specific concepts and organize them meaningfully within the embedding space. 
Application to Injury Report Classification
We also wanted to quantitatively evaluate the quality of our word vectors in a real-life application. To proceed, we designed an injury report classification task. In what follows, we describe the creation of our data set, the experimental set-up, and the results.
Data set creation
To create our data set, we iterated through the OSHA IMIS injury reports (for the NAICS codes 236, 237, and 238, see subsection 3.3) and retained the reports that were associated with a "complete" table, that is, a table featuring the following seventeen fields (regardless of whether the fields were blank or not): (1) identification number, (2) keywords, (3) narrative, (4) end use, (5) project type, (6) project cost, (7) number of stories, (8) building height, (9) fatality (yes/no answer), (10) number of employees involved, (11) inspection number, (12) age, (13) gender, (14) injury severity (called degree on the OSHA website), (15) injury type (nature), (16) trade (occupation), and (17) additional information. Other than making easier the systematic and automated creation of the data set, we proceeded in such a manner because we assumed that the reports associated with well-formed tables would be of better quality.
We were thus able to obtain a structured data set of 5,845 rows (reports) by 18 columns (NAICS code plus all the seventeen aforementioned field names). Because the age and gender columns had blank fields only, we removed them, making for a final count of 16 columns, including 11 potential dependent variables. For reproducibility, and also so that future studies can use it for benchmarking, we release our data set as publicly available 13 . It can be used to evaluate injury report classification performance (for various categories), but also keyword extraction performance.
All of the 5,845 reports had their major fields (narrative, id number...) filled out. However, we decided to classify reports for injury severity, injury type, and trade. We thus had to retain only the reports for which the fields corresponding to these categories had not been left blank. This yielded a final subset of 1,688 reports (0-based index provided here 14 ) that was still big enough to suit our experiments.
k-nearest neighbor classifier
k-nearest neighbor (Cover and Hart, 1967 ) is a basic machine learning algorithm that is not supervised nor unsupervised. Indeed, while it does require a set of "training" data, the k-nearest neighbor classifier does not derive rules from them like Support Vector Machines or Random Forest. It simply computes the distance (in the feature space) between a new observation and each observation in the training set, and aggregates the target values of the k neighbors closest to the new observation to generate a prediction for the target value of the new observation. In the case of a continuous dependent variable, the mean or median of the neighbors' target values is returned, whereas in the categorical case, the most frequent class is used.
Because it waits until a prediction is required to actually process the training data, the k-nearest neighbor algorithm is said to be a lazy learning technique. Determining k is subject to the classical bias-variance trade-off: considering only a few neighbors tends to overfit the data (high variance-low bias), whereas taking too many neighbors into account underfits them (low variance, but high bias). Tuning this parameter is therefore important.
Word Mover's Distance
As was previously explained, the k-nearest neighbor classifier requires a distance to compute similarity between observations in the feature space. For this purpose we used the recently introduced Word Mover's Distance (Kusner et al., 2015) , or WMD. It provides an intuitive way to convert word embeddings to document distances.
The WMD is a simple adaptation of the Earth Mover's Distance (Rubner et al., 2000) , a well-known metric in the Computer Vision field, to NLP. It measures the distance between two pieces of text p 1 and p 1 as the minimum weighted cumulative cost needed for all words of p 1 to "travel" to p 2 . It is formally defined as a transportation problem:
where |V | is the size of the vocabulary, T i,j is the (i, j) th entry of a non-negative transfer matrix T ∈ R |V | 2 that represents the amount of the i th word in p 1 ( w i ) that travels to the j th word in p 2 ( w j ), and c i,j is the cost of traveling from w i to w j . This problem is subject to the constraint that p 1 must be entirely transported to p 2 . Furthermore, (Kusner et al., 2015) represent a document p k ∈ R |V | as a normalized vector of word counts in the vector space model (normalized bag-of-words representation), with elements:
What actually makes the connection with word embeddings, is that the travel cost c i,j between w i and w j is defined as the euclidean distance between them in the word embedding space:
Thanks to this meaningful travel cost, the WMD provides a natural transition from word embeddings to document distances. An illustrative example is provided in Table 7 , where the top 5 injury reports closest to a given report are shown. We can see that the neighbors retrieved by the WMD are very relevant to the query in several aspects. First, all neighbors share the same outcome as the query (hospitalized injury), second, they all deal (except the closest one), with fall from height injuries (like the query). Using in that case the 5-nearest neighbors would therefore yield accurate forecasts for injury severity and injury type.
Apart from plain overlap, some words (shown in italic in Table 7 ) like "initiated" and "initial", "plant" and "facility", "knee" and "leg", etc. are very close to each other in the embedding space (due to their synonymy) which even more reduces the WMD between the responses and the queries. It is also interesting to note that the responses and the query are very similar in size. Having documents of roughly equal size thus must ease the transportation problem and reduce the WMD distance between them.
Experimental set-up
Benchmarking. We compared the quality of our custom construction-specific word vectors against that of general embeddings 15 trained on a 100B-word Google News corpus (Mikolov et al., 2013d) . These word vectors were generated using the same parameters as we used in our study (m = 300, subsampling threshold of 10
, negative sampling of 3...), but with the continuous bag-of-words (CBOW) architecture. Recall that in our case, we used the Skip-gram architecture as it is held to perform better on small corpora. While Google News vocabulary size is 3 million, we only selected the vectors of the 32,689 words we had custom embeddings for.
4-fold cross validation.
We used the data set of 1,688 reports described in subsection 5.1 with three prediction tasks: injury severity, injury type, and trade. The number of categories into which observations could fold were 3, 9, and 4, respectively for each task. The words for which no embedding was available were removed from the reports beforehand, as well as punctuation marks. The processed reports can be found here 16 (one report per line). Evaluation was conducted under a 4-fold cross validation setting: the full set of reports was split into four folds of equal size (422 reports). Then, at each of four steps, three folds were used as the training instances and the last fold was used as the testing set. The k-nearest neighbor classifier described in subsection 5.2 then generated predictions for each element in the testing set with k varying from 5 to 25, by steps of 5, using both our custom embeddings (custom in what follows) and the Google News embeddings (google in what follows).
Bag-of-words baseline. For comparison purposes, we also used as a baseline the euclidean distance between bag-of-words representations of injury reports (bow in what follows). It was implemented using the euclidean_distances and CountVectorizer functions of the scikit-learn Python library (Pedregosa et al., 2011) . reports closest to: "industrial engaged forming treatment plant fell pit transported hospital admitted treated dislocated knee initiated report ongoing" WMD foreman engaged bituminous concrete placement chop cut lower services transported admitted treated included surgery initial treatment released hospital manager 2.15 full regular industrial fell mezzanine transported admitted diagnosed multiple body system fractures transferred facility discharged 2.21 base digging footers seawall part cliff fell engulfing trapped significant period finally extricated transported local hospital admission treatment injuries hospitalized treated bruised leg 2.22
carpenter engaged interior carpentry commercial fell ceiling joist fall height feet services transported hospital admitted treated back neck 2.24 layer roof top engaged framing level roof walking stepped cover roof opening fell sustained fractured femur fractures wrists transported hospital admitted treatment 2.25 Table 7 . Top 5 reports closest to a given report. Due to space issues, the processed versions of the reports are shown, where only words that have custom embeddings available have been retained. The words that are both present in the response and the query have been highlighted in bold, while synonyms are shown in italic.
Keyword-based compression. The k-nearest neighbor algorithm has to compute the distance between every element of the test set and every element of the training set to sort the observations and select the nearest ones to generate predictions. This represents a significant number of distances to compute within each fold, which takes time because the WMD is an expensive metric.
To speed-up the process, we experimented with a keywordbased compression of injury reports. That is, rather than using the full text of the reports, we tried to represent them with their keywords. The distances (WMD or euclidean) were then computed for these compressed representations rather than based on the full text.
To perform keyword extraction, we used the fully unsupervised CoreRank technique of (Tixier et al., 2016b) . In short, and as illustrated in Figure 9 , this approach builds a graph-of-words from a document, decomposes the graph into its k-cores, and assigns a score to each node that corresponds to the sum of the core numbers of its neighbors. Finally, the top p% nodes are retained as keywords. Here, we used p = 30%.
As illustrated in Figure 9 , a graph-of-words represents a piece of text as a graph where nodes are unique nouns and adjectives in the document, and where there is an edge between two nodes if the terms they represent co-occur within a sliding window of predetermined size W that is moved along the entire document from start to finish.
Graph-of-words have many graph building and mining parameters (Tixier et al., 2016c) . Here, we weighted edges based on co-occurrence counts, and disregarded their direction (undirected graph). Finally, we ran a window of size W = 8 over the processed versions of the reports. Note that we only performed keyword extraction for the reports featuring at least 15 words. For smaller reports, the full text was kept. The keywords for each report can be found here
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. The keyword extraction led to a significant compression illustrated in Figure 10 , and to a significant speed-up too, as will be discussed in the next section. 
Results
Classification performance using the full text of the reports is shown for each class in Tables 8, 9 , and 10, respectively for the injury severity, injury type, and construction trade prediction tasks. These results were obtained with the classification_report function of the scikit-learn Python library. The metric used is the standard F1-score, computed (at the class level) for each observation and then averaged (i.e., macro-averaging). A F1-score of 1 indicates perfect classification, while null values mean no skill. The support is the number of observations (and not of predictions) in each class. For each prediction task, we compare approaches for the number of neighbors that yielded the best absolute performance.
Injury severity. For injury severity, all methods can discriminate well hospitalized injuries from the rest of the outcomes, and to a lesser extent, fatalities. However, perfor- , an incident occurred as Employee #1 and his coworkers, were going to set up a tall scaffold. Employee #1 and his coworkers commenced to construct the scaffold. They prepared this scaffold for the plasterers. One coworker tied one side of the scaffold on to the top part of the building for stabilization. From the scaffold, Employee #1 went on to the roof of top of the building. While on the roof top, Employee #1 walked on to the opposite side of the scaffold in order to tie up the other side on to the building.
While Employee #1 was walking on top of the building to the other side of the scaffold, he stepped on plywood and fell through the cover of a skylight opening. Employee #1 fell and landed on to a metal stairs and concrete slab material. This employee suffered a serious injury and was treated at a local hospital for over 24 hours for his multiple fractures. Figure 9 . Graph-of-words example for report ID 950613, with a sliding window of size 8. Keywords are extracted based on the CoreRank technique (Tixier et al., 2016b) . The CoreRank score of a node is the sum of the core numbers of its neighbors. The words in bold on the left are the keywords extracted from the narrative, while the words in bold in the report on the right correspond to the words for which embeddings are available (which make the vertices of the graph-of-words).
mance is very bad for non-hospitalized injuries. Table 8 . Classification performance for injury severity (5 neighbors, macro-averaged F1 score, best score per column in bold).
For the two categories associated with good skill, the rankings are invariant: google reaches best performance, followed by our custom word embeddings (0.73 and 4.69 absolute improvements, respectively for hospitalized injuries and fatalities). This can be explained by the fact that the vocabulary that discriminates between the different severity levels is not specific to the construction industry at all. Therefore, our custom embeddings cannot compensate for the small size of their corpus of origin (11M-word) with better construction knowledge of the domain, and the google word vectors (trained on a huge general 100B-word corpus) take the lead. It is interesting to note that our embeddings tend to outperform Google ones when the absolute performance is high: of the 4 classes for which custom reaches best performance, 3 are associated with F1-scores over 60%, while 2 out of the 4 categories for which google wins correspond to F1-scores below 43%. Finally, it can be observed that the bag-of-words representation coupled with the euclidean distance leads to very poor results, which shows well the value added by the joint use of distributed representations of words and the WMD.
Construction trade. For this prediction task, our custom embeddings outperform Google ones for 2 classes out of 4.
For painters, the margin is even quite wide: using custom leads to an absolute improvement of 7.57 in F1-score over google. Conversely, for the categories for which google is better, the absolute improvements do not exceed 1. It is also interesting to note that the 2 classes on which our word vectors reach best performance (namely roofers and painters) are small categories (less than 134 observations in each case, see the "support" row). This could mean that for those small domains, knowledge about specific construction vocabulary, brought by our local embeddings but not by the more global Google ones, is necessary to do well. For this prediction task again, bow performs poorly (although it is surprisingly competitive for the roofers class).
Impact of keyword-based compression. As can be observed from Table 11 , using the keywords extracted from the injury reports rather than their full text leads to a significant speed-up (8 times faster). More precisely, compute time in seconds dropped from 9.7K to 1.1K, as measured during 4-fold cross-validation on an 8-core Intel Xeon 2.4GHz machine (within-fold multiprocessing). The associated relative decrease in performance is around 10%. It was measured in terms of overall F1-score computed over observations (not over categories). Table 11 . Relative classification performance decrease (in %) for all prediction tasks when the compressed representation of injury reports is used rather than their full text (retaining the 30% most highly ranked words as keywords).
Discussion. Overall, it should be noted that the performance of the Google News word vectors is remarkable. Even though they were not trained on a constructionspecific corpus, they still manage to reach best performance in many cases. This tends to corroborate (Kusner et al., 2015; Mikolov et al., 2013a) who observed that using more data is superior than using relevant data when training embeddings. However, our custom word vectors do outperform Google ones in roughly half of the cases (sometimes with a wide margin), suggesting that in some applications, local embeddings are indeed better than global ones. These results are in accordance with (Diaz et al., 2016 ).
Conclusion and Next steps
We presented one of the earliest applications of word embeddings to the construction domain. In addition to releasing one of the largest publicly available collections of raw construction-related text to date (11M words, 450K unique words), and a novel data set for injury report classification, we showed through multiple examples and a case study that the use of word embeddings in the construction industry is very promising and has many potential applications. By allowing more flexible, semi-supervised classification of injury reports into categories, they could be used to better predict and prevent injuries (Tixier et al., 2016d) or for more accurate safety risk modeling and simulation (Tixier et al., 2016e) .
We could improve our embeddings in several ways. First, our 11M-word corpus can obviously be augmented. Even though we tried to be comprehensive, there are surely many large freely accessible sources of construction text that we did not leverage. This is one of the reasons why we decided to release our corpus as publicly available, so that others can add to it and let the entire construction research community benefit from these additions. Second, we did not tune any of the parameters of word2vec (architecture, window size, downsampling threshold, negative sampling value...), mainly because we were more interested in providing an initial motivation for the use of word embeddings in the construction domain rather than reaching best possible performance. We could verify that out-of-the-box, embeddings learned with standard parameter values do well qualitatively and quantitatively, but fine-tuning could certainly yield better performance.
However, we did quickly check that embedding phrases (in our case, only bigrams) instead of simple unigrams was not giving better results. But once again, this may depend on the parameter values used. We also evaluated embeddings trained solely on the injury reports sub-corpora rather than on the full corpus, but performance was not better. Using pre-trained word vectors (such as Google News) as a starting point and continuing training on our corpus could be worth investigating.
Finally, it seems that keyword-based compression can significantly increase distance computation speed with only a limited drop in accuracy. We used the CoreRank technique out-of-the-box for exploration purposes, but did not perform any kind of parameter tuning. In the end, the WMD is mainly determined by a few highly discriminative words in each document. Therefore, if these words could happen to be the extracted keywords (through tun-ing), the decrease in performance would be only marginal. Future work should also investigate the trade-off between compression ratio (number of keywords retained) and classification performance.
